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Mythology & History 
Definitions of myth 
Root word in Greek, mythos, means “story” 
Closely related terms: ideology, symbol, image, stereotype 
Note: our focus is on social/historical myths, not literary, religious, or classical myths 
 
Oxford Dictionary of Literature 
“A kind of story or rudimentary narrative sequence, normally traditional and anonymous, 
through which a given culture ratifies its social customs or accounts for the origins of human and 
natural phenomena, usually in supernatural or boldly imaginative terms.” 
 
Theorist Roland Barthes (from Oxford Dictionaries of Critical Theory & Social Sciences) 

• Wrote famous book Mythologies 
• saw myth “as a critique of ‘naturalness’ (i.e. that which appears to simply occur without 

any historical determination, just as the sun does every morning)” 
• “myth is a special type of speech (by which he means coded form of language use or 

communication); myth is not an object, idea, or concept, but rather a form of signification 
(it is a process rather than a thing); anything can be turned into a myth, though not 
everything is a myth (they are subject to history); myths are constructed from material 
that has already been worked on (they are a second-order or meta system that uses pre-
existing symbols and icons); myths are not universal, they have to be dealt with in the 
specificity.” 

• “myths are the codes that underlie the imagery and practices of much of contemporary 
culture.”  

 
Oxford Dictionary of Social Sciences 
“refers to stories that contribute to the elaboration of a cosmological system and to a cohesive 
social identity—e.g., accounts of origins, explanations of values and taboos, and narrative 
legitimations of authority.” 
 
Anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowksi 
Myths are related to practical life and explain existing practices, beliefs, and institutions by 
reference to tradition; they are “charters” of social customs and beliefs. 
 
Functions of myth 

• provide meaning, particularly in terms of origins 
• supply collective rules for living, especially ideals, values, norms 
• shape how people see their world and those in it 

 
Components of myth 

• Underlying historical truths 
• Narrators 
• Narrative 
• Imagery/Symbols 
• Process of creation 
• Specific function in society 
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Definitions of History 

• in contrast to mythos—a story or pronouncement, history is supposed to be based on 
logos—demonstrable truth 

• produced through verifiable evidence 
• Oxford English Dictionary 

o Relating to the narration, representation, or study of events or phenomena: “A 
written narrative constituting a continuous chronological record of important or 
public events (esp. in a particular place) or of a particular trend, institution, or 
person's life.” 

o As a field of study: “The branch of knowledge that deals with past events; the 
formal record or study of past events, esp. human affairs.” 

 


